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"Pro-implant" is an 
International Clinic of Implantation and General Dentistry, which offers dentistry 
innovations, German medical standards and technologies, sedation dentistry, 
patients safety and ultimate comfort, English-speaking staff. Clinic was established 
in 1995. In the year 2000 became an equal partner with the International Institute 
of Implantation Pro-implant (Germany). Director of the Institute M.D. Bernhard 
Giesenhagen is constantly coming to clinic to advise patients.
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Dentistry innovations. Head doctor of the clinic Darius Pocebutas specializes in 
dental implantation using an innovative method - Bone Ring Technique, which 
allows to make bone augmentation and dental implantation at the same time. The 
patient‘s treatment time is reduced by 5-6 months.

Laser dentistry. Clinic is equipped with a wide range of high quality advanced 
technology - Waterlase IPLUS dental laser. Waterlase IPLUS is a revolutionary 
device that combines YSGG laser energy and water. This allows to perform many 
traditional procedures more accurately, quicker and with nearly no pain. We 
perform laser mucous membrane and periodontal tissue treatment.

CEREC CAD/CAM - one visit dentistry. The advanced technology CEREC CAD/CAM 
allows to perform dental restorations during one visit. The system produces all 
ceramic inlays, onlays, crowns and veneers directly in the clinic. The system 
eliminates the need for impressions and temporaries.

Sedation dentistry. Clinic offers dental treatment using deep intravenous sedation.

Patients safety and ultimate comfort. Comfortable environment and English-
speaking staff helps patients to reduce dental anxieties and phobias.

Reliable partners. Clinic works together with a dental technician Holger Abendroth 
(Germany). Dental Laboratory Technician product helps to achieve a particular 
aesthetic dental prosthesis and function.

Clinic's services: dental implants, proesthetics, laser dentistry, dental filling, 
cosmetic dentistry, endodontics, orthodontics, periodontal treatment,surgical 
treatment,oral hygiene,teeth whitening,children's dentistry.



Top reasons to choose "Pro-implant" for dental treatment abroad:

High quality
No matter who you are and where you come from, you have the right to a safe and 
high quality dental treatment. Due to the international requirements for dental 
treatment, we constantly try to ensure the best possible quality of service. The 
main priority is reliable success of your treatment.
Cost saving
International Dental Clinic "Pro-implant" offers German medical standards at 
affordable price. The doctors are accredited internationally and patients can get a 
top-class medical services at affordable price.
Time saving
International Dental Clinic "Pro-implant" provides immediate treatment without 
waiting lists. All dental services are provided in one place and in the shortest 
possible time.
Easy to reach
Lithuania is located in the geographical centre of Europe, thus it is easy to reach by 
plane from any European country. Kaunas international airport is accessible by 
direct flights from most European airports.


